Abstract. To solve the problem that the traditional method can't perfectly achieve the feature detection of low-texture image in stereo matching, a three-dimensional measurement algorithm based on Snake Model and epipolar constraint is proposed in this paper. First, describe the edges of object image as a set of Snake points; Then search for the probably matching points on another view with the constraint of epipolar line. finally, through the reverse verification, accurate matching points will be obtained, so that the three-dimensional coordinates of matching points can be calculated according to the basic principles of binocular vision. The effectiveness and precision of this method are proved by the experiment.
Introduction
The three-dimensional measurement，which based on the stereo vision, can confirm objects' three-dimensional data exactly. It is an important research branch of image processing, and has been widely applied in industrial measurement and detection [1] . To carry out a three-dimensional measurement, a measurement platform for binocular vision is required and cameras have to be accurately calibrated [2] . Currently, many camera calibration methods can be used to confirm the relation between spatial three-dimensional coordinates and image coordinate system.
After camera calibration , which most complex and important is stereo matching. The feature extraction and matching algorithm based on grey information and image information can achieve fairly good results in common image matching. However, the methods mentioned above can't favorably meet the actual needs in this paper of finding out matching points on edge contours in the left and right images of low-texture objects. As a result, an epipolar constraint matching algorithm based on Snake Model is proposed in this paper, it can favorably match points in left and right views by searching for the intersections of Snake contour and epipolar line; finally, the three-dimensional information of objects can be obtained according to the camera calibration parameters.
Stereo Matching
Peng Hui [3] et al. proposed a matching method combining SURF operators and epipolar constraint for stereo image. As the Figure 1 shows, the method can match feature points of images taken in different perspectives. points which can be controlled in extraction are located in the edge of the object, resulting in that SURF algorithm is unable to extract edge information of objects with low-texture features.
As a result, a feature points matching with epipolar constraint based on Snake Model is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the Snake contours in left and right views will be separately extracted; later, according to epipolar constraint, the corresponding epipolar lines in the right view of the Snake contour points in the left view can be calculated; finally, the intersections of epipolar lines with the Snake contour in the right view are calculated. After the matching points with obvious errors are got rid of by reverse verification, accurate matching point pairs can be obtained.
Snake Contour Extraction. Snake Model [4] is a transformable parameter curve. It is aimed at minimizing energy, constraining its shape with internal force and guiding the behaviors by its external force, so that the parameter curve can be controlled to transform. The curve can be drawn to move to the actual contour in the entire image, which will result in an enclosed object contour with minimal energy finally. It can be known that Snake Model is a contour curve formed by the combined action of image force and external force. If ) (v E s and ) (v P s are respectively supposed as the image energy and external force, then the total energy ) (v E on contour can be defined as:
In the Equation (1) According to the theory of Snake Model, an approximate initial contour has to be presupposed when the Snake active contour model is applied to search for objects. Consequently, we adopt reasonable parameters and apply the Canny operator to detect approximate edges of objects. After appropriate initialization, a series of Snake control points on the edge of objects can be obtained through continuous contour, smooth internal energy ) (v E s and the external force ) (v P s which controls the minimization direction of energy. Finally, the Snake contour which approaches the actual edges of objects as close as possible can be obtained by all control points are linked successively for linearization of Snake contour. Epipolar Constraint. Epipolar constraint means a corresponding relation of one object in different images taken from different positions. By means of searching for matching points in two images, the geometrical epipolar constrained relationship can be figured out; in reverse, this constrained relationship can also applied to constrain the matching of feature points. It means to turn the hunting zone for matching feature points from a plane into an epipolar line, which not only reduces calculated quantity and saves time, but also remarkably increases matching precision.
The mathematical expression of epipolar constraint is as follows: 
Therein, F is the fundamental matrix between two images; ) , ( if there is a point j P making the equation (5) workable, then j P is assumed to be the potential matching point for i P in the left view; otherwise, every Snake point in the right view will be linked with consecutive points to form some corresponding segments. Two consecutive points j P and 1 + j P , which selected from different sides of the epipolar line, will form a segment which can be expressed by following equations: . Then combine the equations (5) and (6) together to figure out the cross points of the epipolar line 2 l and segments
, which may be the matching point of i P in the right view. As a result, the initial matching points can be searched by several steps as follows: Firstly, conduct traverse on Snake point set in the left image and draw its epipolar line on the right view by taking Snake points as criterion;
Secondly, take the epipolar line as a reference and conduct traverse on Snake point set in the right view to see whether there is a point intersecting with the epipolar line. If any, it is regarded as the possible matching point; otherwise, two closest Snake points above and below the epipolar line will be kept looking for in the Snake set in right view. Then the two points will be connected with each other to form a segment, as its cross point with corresponding epipolar line will be figured out to be a potential matching point.
Thirdly, repeat the above process until the traverse for the point set in the left image to be matched is finished.
After these steps, we have found out the potential matching points for all datum points in the left view, as they can be filtrated and confirmed further by reverse verification. To be specific, for several potential matching points of a certain datum point P in the left view, the reverse fundamental matrix F2 is taken advantage of to find out their epipolar lines and the intersection points with the contour in the left view by the same way. When an intersection point and the initial datum point P coincide or their Euclidean distance is less than a certain threshold value and is the least in one same group, it can be considered that this potential matching point is the corresponding matching point of datum point P.
In this way, the potential matching points for all datum points in the left view can be verified successively, as the points with mismatching or big errors are filtered out, excellent matching sets of two views are remained.
Experimental Result
Snake Contour Detection. During the stereo matching, the Snake points on object's edge have to be detected firstly. As shown in the Figure 3 , the red curve is the Snake contour line connecting discrete Snake points. When the detected Snake contour points and generated contour line are portrayed on the original image, the expected result appears. Table 1 . The first column represents the Snake point coordinates taken as datum points in the left view; the second shows the ultimate matching coordinates in the right view; the third indicates the corresponding coordinates of the matching points after reverse verification; the fourth shows the euclidian distance between the datum points and their reversely verified points . Through statistical calculation on several satisfying matching points, the Euclidean distance between the datum point and reversely verified point in the left view is only 0.155 pixels, showing a fairly high matching precision.
Summary
In this paper, the actual needs of three-dimensional measurement are combined. For the stereo matching of low-texture images, the epipolar constraint matching algorithm based on Snake model is proposed. As the experiment shows, this method is simple and feasible, as it can rapidly and accurately achieve the stereo matching of objects' edge. In the future work, the three-dimensional coordinates of physical contour can be calculated with the calibrated parameters of camera, so as to analyze the shape and size of the object.
